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ABSTRACT: Safety cage represent one of the most important part of equipment in sport cars. It haS to be made in the way to 
absorb kinetic energy and on that way reduce contusion of driver. Initiation world standards ofsafety cage, in car production, 
in one of our companies were the main motivation for this work. DUling the race, cars with safety cage (common name: roll 
bar) have to be completely safety, especially in the case of turning over or crash. In this case we didn't have acceleration life 
test and any improve that structures is going to resist impact. Structures had to be modeled in CATIA software like a shell. 
Geometrical and material non linear analysis was done using software PAK [1]. Using displacement control method we got 
critical forces for structure. Those results gave necessary safety factor and strength, and acceptable results were obtained 
using material with better properties. Procedure that was used in this work reduced the number of experimental testing and 
their costs. 
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1 METHOD FORSOLYmG NONLmEAREQUATION 
Methods for solving non linear equation can be classified in two basic groups: incremental (in steps) and 
iterative or Newton's methods. Usually it is used incremental-iterative procedure, with the stress integration and 
with calculation ofthe tangent constitutive matrix. According to the below table we see that the stress integration 
and calculation of the constitutive relations represent one of the key steps in an inelastic incremental analysis. 

A. 	 Initial conditions for step ~t 


i=O' t+~tU(O)=tU' t+MF(O)=t F' t+MK(O) =' K 
, , , 
B. 	 Equilibrium iteration loop on the structural level 


i=i+l 

C. 	 Loop over integration points (stress integration) 

Total strain t+Ale(H) = t+AtB(H) t+AtU(i-l) 

known: to", teP , teP, t+Ate(H) 

unknown: '+lIta(i), t+AteP(i), t+AleP(i) 

at+AI (i-i) 
HAl C(H) = 0"Constituitive matrix 

at+Ale(i i) 

Internal nodal forces t+AtF(i-i) = L t+AlB(i-i) t+Ata(H)~V 

'-- Stiffness matrix t+<I'J{(H) =L t+A'B(H)T t+A'C(H) t+At B(i-1) ~V 

Increment of displacements and total displacement 
t+AlK(i-i) ~U = t+A'Fext _ ,+AtFint(i-i) 

t+AlU(i) = t+AlU(H) +~U(i) 

l-- Covergence check 
i(convergence criteria are not satisfied~peiform next equlibrium iteration 

Tab. 1: Incremental and iterative solution ofequilibrium equation in inelastic analysis 
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In general, we refer to an error in the stress calculation as a consequence of approximations, like for the plastic 
strains that will be explaining in the text which follows. The algorithm should provide reasonable accuracy for 
large load increments and the error should rapidly diminish as the load step is decreased. Convergence check is 
performed through criterium ofincremental inner energy. 

Ll.u(i) T (i+aiFesi _ '·""F int(i-i}):5: EJ;Ll.U(I) '!' (H'''Fat _ tFint) (1) 

where is Ell: - tolerance for energetic convergence criteria. 

2 SHELL 

Shell element 4-node [4] that is used in analysis is shown on (Fig. 1). Improvement of the response of the shell 
element is achieved through additional strain corresponding to generalized displacements that are incompatible 
between elements. 

z 

y 

Fig. 1 Shell geometJy 

Vector ofdisplacement in componential form: 

NN k t k k 
uj =~)kUj +-Lakht(-V2jak +VuA) (2) 

k=! 2 k=! 

where a k is shell thickness, hk is interpolation function, U j is nodal displacement, a k and fJk are rotation in 

local coordinate system, V~ and V!~ are basic vectors of local coordinate system in node k, (Fig. 1). 

3 VON MISSES ELASTIC-PLASTIC MATERIAL MODEL Wlm MIXED HARDENING 

For this material model yield condition [3] is: 

'f =.!'ST·'S'-.!'a2 =0 (3)
y 2 3 y 

where Sis deviatoric stress and ay is the yield stress for the uniaxial stress state, (Fig. 2). 



Fig. 2: Stress condition on yield surface on the begining and the end of step 

4 APPLICATION OF SOFfWARE CATIA FOR MODELING ROLL BAR 

CATIA [5] represent one of the most popular software today for 3D modeling with adaptive tehnology lind 
posibility to modeling real structure. Also this program gives possibility oflinear static and dinamic analysis. 
Pipes of roll bar was modeling like shell. 

Fig. 3 3D model of roll bar Fig. 4 One step in modeling 

5 ANALYSIS OF ROLL BAR IN SOFI'WARE PAK 

Analysis was done in software PAK [1] and postprosesing was done in software FEMAP [6]. According to FlA 
standards, roll bar need to contain basic arc, auxiliary arc, front arc, and two lateral arcs, several diagonal arcs 
and few lamellas. The basic arc that stands behind head of driver represents basic part ofstructure. In the case of 
roll over it is exposed to the maximal load and displacement. Mesh is generated in CATlA using izoparametric 
rectangular shell finite element. After coreet montage, it has to prevent deformation on basic arc and to reduce 
hurting ofpersons that are in vehicle. 

Fig. 5 Way ofdefyning mesh Fig. 6 Finite element on basic arc 

Pipe material has to be from steel C1212 or Cl220 (ISO standard) with percent of carbon 0.3%. Also they can't 
have any liquid inside and need to provide free entry in vehicle. According to the standard (FIA) there are 
different ways of montage, but in any of that case diagonal arc have to be connected in the way not to provoke 
hurting. Whole structure has to follow shape of car. We used pipe that have diameter 45 mm and 38 mm and 
thickness 2.5 mm. 



Experiments can be done on basic and auxiliary arc. Strength verification, in this case, has to be done on basic 
arc with loading of 57.7 kN, using rectangular plate 500x200 nun in intervals of ISs. Since cage is observed in 
whole integrity, test has to be realized on complete structure. Load of 57.7 kN may not provoke flexion more 
than 50mm and any other damage. 

Fig. 7 Device for testing 

In numerical analysis we prescribed displacement in the highest point on basic arc of roll bar and for results we 
got force. Solution is obtained by 50 steps ofdisplacement increments equal to lnun. 
Initially used steel was C1212 that has yield stress 350 MPa. From Fig. 8 it can be seen that for C1212 we have 
significant plastic yield before reaching limited load. Because of forming plastic hinge, it will not come to the 
hardening, which can provoke fracture of structure. Further process of deformation, will going to continue 
without increasing ofexternal force, which can cause fracture of structure. 
Because of that, it was used C1213 that has yield stress 440 MPa. According to the Fig. 8 we can notice that 

behavior of structure is almost linear until reaching limited load. For that load displacement is only IOmm (it is 
five time less than ultimate displacement). 
Also it can be noticed that this structure can take higher load than the limited one. Basis on those results it can be 
conclude that this material satisfied prescribed conditions. 
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Fig. 8: Force-displacement dependence 



The numerical results for field ofdisplacement and field ofstress are shown on Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Maximal 
plastic strain is in the area ofapplied load (Fig. H). In the other parts ofstructure stress is more time less than 
yield stress (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 9 Field ofdisplacement 

Fig. 10 Field of effective stress in deformed configuration 



Fig. 11 Field ofplastic strain 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This analysis approved that material characteristics has significant influence on behavior on this kind of 
structure. Steel C1212 didn't satisfy prescribed conditions while Cl213 did. Using this material structure will 
resist prescribed conditions (displacement of 50mm and load of 57.7 kN), and we will not have damage. Next 
step can be optimization of structure so we could put material C1213 on only basic arc of roll bar, and on that 
way reduced cost. 
This kind of modeling and analysis that were performed in short time was reduced coasts and time from creating 
idea to putting product on market. Procedure that was used in this work also reduced the number of experimental 
testing and their costs. 
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